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Monitor temperature.

Begin curing.

Enter job parameters into software.

Invert liner into pipe.
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Have Confidence in Your Cure
VeriCure monitors cure temperature continuously along 
a CIPP liner during installation. It helps ensure the host 
pipe is rehabilitated to spec and performs as intended.

VeriCure’s fiberoptic probe takes a reading every inch 
and averages them into 18” measurement zones. 
Whether there’s infiltration or condensation settling at 
the bottom of the line, VeriCure provides localized detail 
about cure temperature, helping ensure every inch of 
liner is properly cured.

VeriCure makes it affordable to prevent lifts, 
delamination, over-tensioning and environmental 
contamination. And it saves money on boiler fuel and 
man hours, so you never waste time over-cooking.

Temperature (y axis) versus position (x axis) at a specific point in
time on a hot water cure, with schematic view.

“Waterfall” plot showing time (y axis) versus distance (x axis)
versus temperature (color) on a hot water cure.

Temperature (y axis) versus distance (x axis) on a steam cure,
showing dwell time at exotherm.

Installation and use of VeriCure is simple and provides a 
measure of confidence no other product provides.

VeriCure software is tailored to CIPP professionals. It 
displays real-time data to help you control cure for 
maximum quality and efficiency. The software monitors 
cure temperature, ensures that each zone has met and 
maintained the cure temperature and monitors cool 
down. The final data is summarized in a gradient chart 
to show temperature change over time.

The Easiest Way to Cure

Learn about fiberoptic cure verification in our white
paper Curing with Confidence at envirosight.com/fcv<<

Prevent lifts and other costly failures>

Achieve full cure with minimal time and fuel

Document proper installation

Maximize detail

Comprehend real-time and historical data
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Place probe along pipe’s bottom half.1
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